
Honesty Is The Best Policy 

Being honest is very important in life because it solves many problems and             

leads to peace and success. Honesty is the wealth that gives honest            

individuals a lot of trust and respect in life. “Honesty is the best policy” is a                

famous saying by the famous person Benjamin Franklin. 

An honest life with simplicity is a life apart from all the redundancy, which if               

followed by everyone brings uniformity to the family and society. Honesty is a             

good asset, which helps in achieving a peaceful life and success with respect.             

Being honest helps to focus on the most important things in life. 

Honesty for a peaceful life 

However, without developing the habit of honesty, we cannot achieve          

simplicity and other goodness of life. We can say that honesty can happen             

without simplicity, but simplicity can never happen without honesty. Without          

honesty we live in two worlds, one is the true world and the other is the world                 

we have created as an alternative. Individuals then follow “honesty is the best             

policy” in every aspect of life (personal, business, job, and other relationships)            

and usually lead a similar life. While honesty leads us to simplicity; On the              

other hand, dishonesty leads us to show off. 

History of honesty 
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History witnesses that honest politicians like Abraham Lincoln and Lal          

Bahadur Shastri, scientists like Newton, Einstein, and others have earned a           

name over all ages. We can never forget great and honest persons like             

Mahatma Gandhi, Leo Tolstoy, Martin Luther King as they dedicated their           

lives to honesty and great work. 

The meaning of honesty 

“Honesty is the best policy”, honesty is a power that has the potential to              

remove corruption and resolve many social issues from society. Practicing          

honesty can be complicated and initially it can be difficult for people but later it               

feels better and relaxed. It makes a person feel comfortable and free from any              

kind of burden. 

The following points describe the benefits of a lifestyle of honesty. 

● In life, honesty means the path of intimacy (reciprocity), that is, it brings 

our friends with the real truth like our very close friends; Not close to 

where we have to show off. 

● It helps to make good, loyal, and high-quality friends in life because 

honesty always attracts honesty. 

● It helps us to be trustworthy and earns a lot of respect in life because 

others always trust honest people. 

● It brings strength and confidence and helps others not to underestimate 

themselves. 



● It is seen that honest people easily develop a sense of well-being and 

rarely develop cold, fatigue, hopelessness, depression, anxiety and 

other mental problems. 

● Honest people lead a comfortable life with relief compared to a cheater. 

● It is the most important tool of peaceful life and gets us out of trouble. 

● In the beginning, it takes a lot of effort to develop honesty. However, 

later it becomes very easy. 

Conclusion 

Good character, belief, and morality in life serve to develop honesty because            

a person with a good character has nothing to hide from anyone. Therefore             

we should try to be honest in our life because honesty is the key to every                

success. 

 

 


